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Video 46: Between Lives Area and Soul Patching 
Part 2 of 2 

(WARNING: Not for the faint-hearted!)   
(Transcript) 

Written by Wes, July 16, 2018 

[Please listen to Part 1 of this two part video series before listening to this 

one, or things won’t make sense. This video continues where the first one 
ended.] 

 

*** 

What we are trying to get across is that coming back here in a new 

incarnation, in order to help humankind out, is fruitless. Instead, what 
happens is that we lose the personality we have built up during this 

lifetime—a compassionate personality that instead is highly needed in the 
KHAA! What a waste, if such a compassionate individual would literally 

commit suicide by agreeing to reincarnate again. I know many people are 
thinking about coming back, and if you are one of them, I hope this video 

will make you seriously reconsider! You’re needed elsewhere. Instead, do 

everything you can NOW, in THIS lifetime, to help yourself and others, as 

needed. If you feel an urge to assist, don’t wait—do it now! 

*** 

Many of us have, when we were children, and perhaps even in our adult 

lives, looked up at the stars, feeling that we want to “go home,” and that 

the stars are our true home. This is a contradiction because if we are 
Namlu’u (the original human before the Alien Invasion) to start with, and 

we were born on Tiamaat, later to become Earth—both as physical 
human beings and as souls, our home is not in the stars. We, as souls, 

were born/created on this planet—we don’t come from the stars, 

although of course, our Mother—the Queen—does. The longing some of 
us felt, or might still feel, to “go home,” is mainly because some of the 

fires inside us are not Namlu’u fires. The AIF have been in need of more 
and more souls as time has progressed, and therefore, they have “sucked 

in” souls from outside the Matrix with their technology—souls from the 

stars, i.e. star beings, as discussed in the WPP. These souls then became 
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just as trapped as we are, and they became part of the human soul 
group. This means that their fires, once THEIR human bodies die, get the 

same treatment we do in the BLA. In other words, there are no pure 
Namlu’u souls left on this planet—we are a mix of Namlu’u fire and the 

fire from other star beings outside the Matrix. Naturally, these parts of us 

are longing to “go home.” As if this wasn’t enough, we also have fires 
from the Overlords attached to us, and those fires, we highly suspect are 

the cause to the so-called “Inner Critic” (see our previous videos on the 

subject on the Inner Critic). 

*** 

But isn’t it a break of the Law of Free Will to pull in souls from outside the 
Matrix and also to dissemble us in the BLA and then reassemble us into a 

totally new being? The way we see it is that the first example is definitely 
a violation, and the way we are treated is a borderline violation as well, 

but the AIF wouldn’t agree. Their task is to see to that we, as souls, will 

still be able to graduate and leave this Matrix because they have a soul 
contract with Orion to do so, and what they are doing isn’t stopping us 

from reaching that goal. It makes it many times more difficult, but it’s 
not impossible. Some of us are about to succeed, but what about the rest 

of humanity? More as a side note, the Orions have seen that the AIF has 

violated the contract in different ways, so the Queen is now requiring the 
Overlords to “pay the debt in full,” meaning that they want all human 

souls back immediately—graduated. This is of course not possible, so the 

Overlords are now quite desperate. 

*** 

It does not seem very plausible that the entire human soul group will 
make it. In fact, for this Experiment to succeed, the way it was set up, 

the entire human soul group must graduate as a soul group. Otherwise, 
the Experiment will be deemed a “failure.” The way things are going at 

the moment, only a very few people have the opportunity to make it, 

while the majority will look the other way and wittingly or unwittingly side 
with the Overlords by agreeing to their plans (the Singularity being the 

most dangerous plan at this time). Most humans gladly walk right into 
the abyss, as long as we can keep our technology, given to us by the 

Overlords themselves. They are giving us the tools, so we can build our 

own gallows to hang ourselves from. 

*** 
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The Queen is now experiencing a dilemma. She wanted to terminate this 
Experiment some time ago, but there were star races who asked Her to 

reconsider, saying that it’s only fair to give the humans one ore chance, 
even if the odds are against us. The Queen agreed, and the idea of 

terminating the Experiment is put on hold for now. However, the AIF has 

violated their contract quite a few times, and when that happens, just like 

here on Earth, the contract is void.  

*** 

Thus, the Queen has a choice; She can either terminate the Experiment 

at some point soon, or She can let things continue and not interfere at 

all, which means that the great majority of the human soul group will side 
with the AIF and succumb together with them—eventually depleting 

themselves from energy. All souls—humans and Overlords—will then 
dissolve and go back to the universal energy buffer—totally depleted and 

useless as sources of energy. The other option is to terminate the 

Experiment, but it’s a catch 22 for those humans who choose to remain 
ignorant. Hardly any star races want the human soul group in the KHAA 

the way we are right now. Who wants 7 billion AIF followers set free into 
the Great Universe? I wouldn’t. Termination of the Experiment would 

either mean that all human souls, in the shape they are in, would be let 

loose—emotionally wounded—almost incapable of any conscious thinking; 
or it would mean that all souls—humans and AIF—would be dissolved and 

go back to the Universal energy buffer again as a payback for all the 
energy we have contained during our stay here on Earth. Almost all 

energy we’ve produced has gone to feeding the AIF System—the Matrix—

and we haven’t paid hardly any energy back to the Universe of all the 
energy we’ve absorbed from the Central Fire of this Universe. The 

solution would be to terminate all the souls in the Matrix, take whatever 
energy can be drawn from it, and return it to the Universe. Either way, 

humankind would be destroyed and their souls as well. 

*** 

This sounds very harsh and unfair to most humans, but again; we are 

only seeing things from our Ego--from a human perspective. In this 
video, we have learned that there is no real “I” in the current human 

soul, and what we call the Ego or individuality is merely something we 
build during one single lifetime. The personality “dies,” more or less, after 

we’ve gone through the BLA process, so in a sense; we have been 

“terminated” perhaps thousands of times already. If we look at souls and 
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Egos from a higher perspective, and realize that the soul is just a “loan,” 
we might realize that we ARE all ONE with the Divine, and that’s our true 

Self—the soul is what we, the Divine, develop as we go along as separate 
beings, experiencing the Playground. As a soul, we are STILL the Divine—

that’s our own True Self. Thus, you—the Ego—is still just one aspect of 

the Whole, but you’re still the Divine Feminine in essence. 

*** 

What does this imply? It implies that even if a soul gets terminated and 
returns to the Universe, she only reunites with the Divine Feminine—she 

becomes the DF again, one could say. The reason we resist this so much 

is because we feel separated from our Highest Self because of our Ego, 

which is nothing else but accumulated experiences.  

*** 

With this in mind, what would you do if you were the Queen? Would you 

terminate the Experiment or would you let it go on, until everybody here 

deplete themselves and everybody around them of energy in an 
incrementally more narcissistic environment? The logical thing to do 

would be to terminate the Experiment and draw whatever soul energy 
that’s left as a payback. What humankind is doing now is nothing short of 

vampirism. We suck energy from the Universe to use for ourselves in a 

contained environment, without giving anything back to the Universe. 
Instead, we feed ourselves, the AIF, and the System. I know this will 

upset people, but it’s the Ego talking. Still, it doesn’t have to be this way. 
It’s REALLY up to humanity, starting with the individual. What choices will 

we make? What we think is for the greater good, is it really? Are we 

helping ourselves, others, and the Universe by sacrificing our own soul 
energy by coming back here, losing everything we’ve built during this 

lifetime, in order to give assistance to others when we don’t even 
remember in the next life that this is what we set ourselves out to do? All 

it does is that it feeds the Matrix even more, and we are unwittingly 

feeding the Overlords and the System once again, and no one gains. 
Sorry if we sound like a broken record now, but if we want to help 

ourselves and humankind, it needs to be done now—in this lifetime. 

THAT’S the Greatest Good. 

*** 
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We humans, as Namlu’u, started out in this Experiment with complete 
freewill—no strings attached. The Queen used Herself in the process, by 

creating us from Her own soul energy, in order to see if we, as a soul 
group, could endure in a harsh environment, help ourselves and each 

other through, and graduate with more love and compassion than when 

we started out as Her soul splinters. The Queen wanted to see if we could 
speed up the learning process as Divine souls in such an environment, 

and if successful, the same thing can then be done on many other planets 
in the future, as well, and the Divine Feminine could learn about Herself 

much faster.  

*** 

However, as it turned out, we side-tracked and have started to side with 

our oppressors—the Overlords—and we are now destroying the entire 
Experiment by helping the AIF build a non-biological Artificial Intelligence 

environment, where machine technology is taking over, leading to the 

Singularity and beyond. Before that happens, wouldn’t it be beneficial to 
terminate the Experiment and at the same time get rid of the toxic 

energies that have been accumulated here, diffuse them, and let all that 
energy return to Source as pure feminine energy instead? When we 

started the downward spiral towards our own destruction, the deal was 

off—“no strings attached” is no longer a valid excuse because now we 
have become a threat to the rest of the Universe. Only those, who start 

thinking in terms of contributing to the rest of the Universe, will be 
considered to be allowed access to the KHAA. The rest will not be 

accepted. Something to ponder…  

*** 

For those, who consider exiting the Grid after this lifetime, also ponder 

this: at this exact moment, we all are what we are. If you look at yourself 
in your internal mirror, this is YOU, the way you are right now. Are you 

pleased with yourself, or do you need to improve anything? Is there 

anything you need to heal in yourself? Are you ready to leave? Once you 
exit this Matrix, you leave as the individual you are at the time of the 

exit. This is one good reason why it might be important to heal and 
reintegrate as much as possible of our emotional wounds and as soon as 

possible disconnect from our narcissistic influences in this lifetime. The 
more fears we manage to conquer in this life, the better off we will be 

when we exit. You can’t bring anything with you except yourself—yourself 

the way you are. It’s the personality from THIS lifetime we will bring with 
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us out into the KHAA. Thus, do the best you can of yourself while you’re 

here. It will pay off (no pun intended).  

*** 

People might ask where this information comes from, and what the 

sources are. As mentioned in the beginning of Part 1 in this video series, 

I have known about this for quite a while, but now, when this information 
starts coming out on other channels via remote viewing, Ariel and I feel 

the need to fill in the blanks—it’s time to reveal this for everybody’s 
consideration. You can look at it as a hypothesis and connect your own 

dots, or you can discard it as fantasies, or you can come to any 

conclusion you see fit into your own view on things. Either way, we both 
feel obligated to let people know about this. Use discernment and 

intuition and then do with it as you please. 

*** 

When I was researching for the WPP, I had a few amazing sources, and a 

couple of these sources became good friends that I’ve known for about 
seven years now. The information these sources and I have discussed 

over the years has showed to be very accurate—and mind you, not all my 
sources were human. No, I am not gullible—time will always tell whether 

a source is reliable or not. Are there contradictions or is the information 

consistent? The test of time will always tell, and in these cases, time has 
not showed any flaws in the information. Therefore, I have no reason to 

mistrust what Ariel and I revealed above, either. But like I said, it’s up to 
you to follow your own intuition, use your critical thinking, and  make up 

your own mind—or go beyond the mind, perhaps, to do so . Ariel and I 

are sharing our own first-hand experiences, but also certain conclusion 
we’ve made by connecting dots, in order to build a hypothesis we can 

present to others. You may make of this what you wish, but before you 
discard it, think long and hard, and add this information to what you 

already know. Does it make sense to you? Does it explain things, or does 

it not? You might find after some time that more puzzle pieces might 

come together BECAUSE of this information. 

*** 

This video was difficult to make because of the nature of this subject. 

This is extremely controversial, going against what the New Age and 
spiritual communities teach. But like Mark Twain once said, "Whenever 
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you find yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to pause and 

reflect." 

 


